Bearwood School Council
Article 12
You have the right to give your opinion, and for adults to listen and take
it seriously.
Thursday 6th May 2021
This is what we talked about:
Safeguarding – Internet safety is an area which we need to explore more.
Would you like to be involved in the football on the 26th May – Schools football
Association is having a football week 24th to 30th May. We could do class interhouse
football skills eg beat the goal keeper, dribble round cones, mini matches etc – lots
of children interested
• Has everyone got their problem solving box up and running – Important as a class
decide how you are going to use it within your class – children can share a worry but
it doesn’t need to include names etc – this is about problem solving as a class.
• How can we improve the floor in the hall as some children are concerned about the
amount of food on the floor and that they are having to put their feet in it. House
points for the tidiest table at the end of each sitting. Talked about sitting
forwards and eating over the table rather than turning to talk as this is when it
drops on the floor. Special table would be great to reintroduce. Zuzia noticed that
it has improved. Introduce dustpan and brush to clear up their own mess.
• Agree as a class how you can increase your miles as we are going to really struggle
to get to Tokyo – Adults in your class can also can contribute to the miles. How are
the miles going
• Show and tell – Zuzia would like to find a way where we can find out about each
other. Some children really liked this idea, could this be a powerpoint that can be
shared with others – Transition activity is a good time to share and update
information
• Mr Longland is going to organise a football day on the 28th May – it will be a nonuniform day so you can where your football clothes as well if you would like….
• Transition – children would like more lessons outside – children would like to
reintroduce choosing a lesson a week that could be taught outside and using
different parts of the grounds.
• Your time – each week a class have an opportunity to use the gym equipment – chill
time
• Target is for pupils to achieve 30 miles each for walk to Tokyo – I am aware that
some children have done this – can we encourage everyone.
• Thank you
This week we decided on….
• That each class needs to consider how they can fit the daily mile in – could it be ½

mile initially to get it going – look at doing laps at breaktimes etc as a class decide
how you can fit this in.
In class council can you discuss.
• How in each class can we ensure that we are not pushing each other to get lunch
etc
• How you are going to increase your miles to get us to Tokyo – think about ways that
they can achieve the goal
• Classes would like a turn using the gym equipment for your time – would you like this
? could we set up a rota to enable this to happen
Thank you
• 13th May 2021

